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Abstract: Flatness is a vital quality index that determines the dimensional accuracy of the cold-
rolled strip. This paper designs a local shape wave extraction algorithm and a fuzzy classification
algorithm for overall flatness defect classification based on cosine distance. By introducing the small
displacement buckling theory of thin plates, the plate stress buckling model of overall and local shape
waves is studied, and the critical buckling elongation difference of the overall shape and the local
shape under the given conditions are obtained. Finally, using the multi-objective decision-making
evaluation method, a comprehensive evaluation model of the flatness quality is established. The
model is applied to the actual cold rolling production. The on-site flatness data are used to verify the
flatness quality determination model both locally and overall. The results show that the model can
accurately identify the local and overall flatness defects of cold-rolled strips, realizes the accurate
identification and evaluation of the cold-rolled flatness quality, and provides strong support for the
optimization of rolling process parameters and the improvement of the quality of thin strip products.

Keywords: cold-rolled strip; small displacement buckling theory; flatness quality determination;
multi-objective decision-making

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the steel industry in recent years, finished strips have
gradually changed from low-end products to precision and high-end products. Especially
in the production of cold-rolled wide and thin strips, the quality requirements for flatness
have increased [1,2]. The flatness quality is a critical reference index in cold-rolled steel
plate and strip production. There are many flatness measurement values in the on-site
production database, and they can effectively characterize the flatness quality of a strip.
However, the current research mainly focuses on optimizing the closed-loop control model of
flatness quality, and there is less research on determining flatness quality. The flatness quality
evaluation results can be used to optimize rolling process parameters and predict the impact
on downstream processes. Due to the complex and diverse strip flatness patterns, flatness
quality determination faces various challenges. One such challenge is studying the method for
identifying complex flatness defects containing local and overall flatness defect recognition.

Flatness pattern recognition is an essential part of flatness control and analysis, which
mainly includes two aspects: determining the basic flatness pattern and selecting the pattern
recognition algorithm. Orthogonal polynomials are chosen as the primary flatness defect
model. Bao et al. [3] introduced the basic flatness pattern expressed by cubic Legendre
orthogonal polynomials and established a flatness pattern recognition model using regression
analysis based on the least squares regression. Both Zhang et al. [4] and Dai et al. [5] proposed
a fuzzy-classification-based flatness recognition algorithm to study flatness pattern recognition.
Subsequent researchers have proposed more flatness recognition algorithms around high-
accuracy and fast recognition of flatness defects. He et al. [6] proposed a new method of
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flatness pattern recognition based on a cerebellar model articulation controller neural network.
Song et al. [7] used wavelet analysis for flatness defect identification and obtained more
satisfactory results after actual online operation. Zhang et al. [8] proposed a novel flatness
pattern recognition method based on least squares support vector regression (LSSVR) to
overcome the defects in existing recognition methods based on fuzzy neural networks and
support vector regression (SVR) theory. He et al. [9] proposed an improved RBF network based
on a support vector machine (SVM) to identify flatness patterns and the initial parameters of
the radial basis function (RBF) network optimization determined by SVM regression, which
solves the problems of long learning time and easy-to-fall-into local minima of traditional
methods. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a GA-BP model for flatness pattern recognition using
the genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize the initial weights of the back propagation (BP)
network, which effectively improved the recognition ability and recognition accuracy of the
BP network for unknown strip flatness pattern. Li et al. [11] propose a kernel extreme learning
machine flatness recognition model based on particle swarm optimization. In summary, the
popular flatness recognition models are fuzzy [12], support vector machine (SVM) [13], neural
network [14], etc. However, regarding the category of flatness defects, in addition to the
typical overall flatness pattern, there are various local wave shapes of variable location and
size generated during rolling, which can cause defects, such as ribbing in the strip [15,16]. The
determination of flatness defect patterns is mainly focused on overall flatness defects, with
less research on local flatness characteristics.

To evaluate the strip flatness quality more comprehensively, this paper has determined
the research strategy of separating the local wave shape from the overall flatness and
making a separate determination. In order to more comprehensively evaluate the strip
flatness quality, the local wave shape and the overall flatness are stripped. The local wave
shape extraction algorithm and the overall flatness defect pattern recognition algorithm
based on fuzzy classification are used for separate determination, which improves the
recognition accuracy of the local wave shape and the overall flatness. Introducing the
stress buckling calculation model of flatness with complex shape waves is used to establish
the solution method of critical buckling strain difference under various representative
shape wave conditions. A flatness determination rule based on buckling instability condi-
tions is established. A comprehensive evaluation method for the quality of strip flatness
was established through a multiobjective decision evaluation method which integrates
the overall and local flatness quality. Finally, the flatness quality determination model
containing both local and overall flatness is verified using the field flatness data, and the
evaluation results are reliable. The industrial site application shows that the cold rolling
flatness quality determination function is put into operation, which significantly shortens
the quality determination time, effectively improves the efficiency of production technicians
in discovering the quality influencing factors, and ensures the stability of product quality,
which has important practical application significance.

2. Pattern Recognition of Flatness Defects
2.1. Determination of Valid Channels for Flatness Data

The flatness is often referred to as the wave shape. As shown in Figure 1, flatness is
an indicator describing the uneven extension of the longitudinal fibers of the strip, which
is intrinsically caused by the uneven distribution of residual internal stresses resulting
from uneven calendering, cooling, and phase transformation at various points in the width
direction of the strip during the production process.

As shown in the following equation, the relative length difference between different
points in the width direction is taken to express flatness, also known as elongation difference.

εx = ∆l/l (1)

where εx is the elongation difference, the unit is IU; l is the post-rolling length of the reference
point, generally taking the mid-point of the strip width as the reference point. ∆l is the
difference in the length after rolling at other points relative to the reference point.
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Figure 1. Common symmetrical flatness defects. (a) Center waves; (b) double-sided waves. 
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Figure 1. Common symmetrical flatness defects. (a) Center waves; (b) double-sided waves.

The flatness detection roll provides discrete detection of the strip flatness through
the individual detection channels. Due to the different specifications, the strip width
differs from the detection rolls’ width, and the strip is subject to run-out during production,
resulting in different uncovered areas on the left and right sides of the flatness data.
Generally, when the detection channel covered by the strip edge is less than or equal to
one third of the width of the inspection element, the channel flatness data are considered
invalid. Otherwise, the channel flatness data are valid.

As shown in Figure 2, according to the structural characteristics of the detection roll,
let the total number of inspection channels of the detection roll be m; the width of individual
channels be b; the running deviation amount is d, specifying that the strip running deviation
amount d towards the operating side is positive. Otherwise, it is negative; the distances
from the operating side and the driving side on both sides of the strip are L1 and L2,
respectively; the strip width is B; the inspection channels are numbered from the operation
side to the drive side. L, L1, and L2 are as follows:

L = m× b (2)

L1 =
L
2
−
(

B
2
+ d
)

(3)

L2 =
L
2
−
(

B
2
− d
)

(4)

The flatness data are read directly from the database and are deposited after the
flatness meter has been processed, and the read strip flatness data are shown in Figure 3.
The invalid flatness data value is 0. The strip flatness detection channels are numbered
from left to right, and the strip flatness values are [y1, y2, . . . , ym] in that order. The
valid channel determination formula on the operation side is: starting from i = 1, if yi = 0,
then i + 1; otherwise, end, and the number of invalid channels on the left side is i + 1. The
valid channels on the drive side are determined as follows: starting from j = m, if yj = 0,
then j − 1; otherwise, end, and the number of invalid channels on the right side is m − j.

2.2. Extraction Algorithm of Local Wave Shapes

The local wave shape is represented by some form of buckling deformation of the strip,
i.e., rolled to produce waves and warpage, as shown in Figure 4. The local wave shape
extraction algorithm for wave shape is to identify tension stress distribution localized lower
convex positions and extract them without affecting the overall wave shape pattern.
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2.2.1. External Local Wave Shape Defect Recognition and Extraction

External local wave shape can be divided into external local wave shape defects on
the operating and driving sides. The wave shape is in the form of a drop in the edge
strip tension due to a significant edge elongation, which is determined and extracted. The
treatment of external local wave shape defects on the operating side and the drive side
is identical and is illustrated by the example of external local wave shape defects on the
operating side.

It is assumed that a partial wave shape occurs at the position of channel 1 on the
operating side. As shown in Figure 5, the number of valid channels from the operating side
to the driving side is given as i = 1,2, . . . ,m. The transverse coordinate corresponding to
each channel is xi, and the valid flatness value corresponding to each effective channel is zi.
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Figure 5. Principle of the external local wave shape defect recognition and extraction.

The steepness of the valid flatness data for the ith channel is as follows:

µi =
(zi − zi+1)

(xi − xi+1)
(5)

The width of each inspection channel of the flatness meter is the same and is b,
b = xi+1 − xi. The above equation can be deformed as follows:

µi =
(zi − zi+1)

b
(6)

For the local shape wave of the ith channel, the position of the ith channel is assumed
to be compensated by using the signals of adjacent channels to conduct interpolating
compensation to the defect channel. Then, the local shape wave attached to ith channel is:

wi = z′i − zi (7)

where w1, wm are external local waves, and the others are internal local waves.
Figure 5 shows that after the extraction of the local wave shape determination for the

first channel, the overall flatness form is closer to the standard flatness defects, which can
improve the overall flatness defect recognition accuracy.
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2.2.2. Internal Local Wave Shapes Defect Recognition and Extraction

As shown in Figure 6, for the local shape wave of the ith channel, the position of the
ith channel is assumed to be compensated by using the signals of adjacent channels to
conduct interpolating compensation to the defect channel, as follows:

z′i =



zi+1 + b · (2µi+1 − µi+2), i = 1
zi−1+zi+1

2 +[zi+1+b(2·µi+1−µi+2)]
2 , i = 2

(zi−1+bµi−2)+[zi+1−b(2·µi+1−µi+2)]
2 , i = 3

[zi−1+b(2·µi−2−µi−3)]+[zi+1−b(2·µi+1−µi+2)]
2 , i ∈ (3, m− 2)

[zi−1+b(2·µi−2−µi−3)]+(zi+1−bµi+1)
2 , i = m− 2

[zi−1+b(2·µi−1−µi−2)]+
zi−1+zi+1

2
2 , i = m− 1

zi−1 + b · (2µi−1 − µi−2), i = m

(8)
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Then, the local shape wave attached to ith channel is:

wi = z′i − zi (9)

Figure 6 also shows that the overall flatness form is closer to the standard flatness
defects after the extraction of local wave shape determination for channel i, which can
improve the overall flatness defect recognition accuracy.

2.3. Overall Flatness Recognition Algorithm

The overall flatness defects are divided into primary, secondary, tertiary, and quater-
nary defects. The defect expressions of the basic flatness mode constructed using Legendre
polynomials are as follows [17,18]:

Y1 = p1(y) = y (10)

Y2 = −p1(y) = −y (11)
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Y3 = p2(y) =
3
2

y2 − 1
2

(12)

Y4 = −p2(y) = −
3
2

y2 +
1
2

(13)

Y5 = p3(y) =
1
2
(5y3 − 3y) (14)

Y6 = −p3(y) = −
1
2
(5y3 − 3y) (15)

Y7 = p4(x) =
1
8
(35y4 − 30y2 + 3) (16)

Y8 = p4(x) = −1
8
(35y4 − 30y2 + 3) (17)

Equations (9)–(16) are the standard normalized equations of the left wave, right
wave, center waves, double-edge waves, left-one-third wave, right-one-third wave, quarter
waves, and edge-center waves, respectively. Where y∈[−1, 1] is the normalized plate width
coordinate, the origin is located in the center of the strip width.

The pattern recognition algorithm for overall flatness defect is based on the closeness
principle. The current set of m measured flatness stress values is regarded as a new sample
Y = [y1, y2, . . . ,ym] to be identified, and the selected N types of basic flatness patterns
are considered as N known standard samples Yk = [y1

k, y2
k, . . . , ym

k], (k = 1, . . . N). To
calculate the similarity of the current new sample Y to each standard sample, Yk, Y, and
Yk are regarded as two m-dimensional space vectors, and the distance between the two
vectors Dk can be worked out. In this paper, the cosine angle calculation formula with more
obvious discrimination of multidimensional data is adopted:

Dk = cos θ =
Y·Yk
|Y||Yk|

=
∑m

i=1 yiyki√
∑m

i=1 yi
2
√

∑m
i=1 yki

2
(18)

In the flatness recognition, the eight basic flatness patterns selected have a symmetrical
pattern of two and two inverses. From a mathematical point of view, if Yk and Yk + 1 are a
standard sample of mutual inverse with Yk = −Yk + 1, Yk and Yk + 1 are linearly dependent.
At the same time, as the output of the judgment result, two types of reciprocal flatness
defects cannot exist simultaneously, so further processing is needed.

PPk =

{
Dk − Dk+1, Dk > Dk+1
0, Dk < Dk+1

(19)

Define µk to indicate the fuzz degree:

µk =
PPk

0.5·N
∑

i=1
|PPk|

, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
N
2

(20)

The positive and negative µk respectively represent two kinds of flatness defect modes
opposite each other. The calculation diagram and flow chart of the above algorithm are
shown in Figure 7.

2.4. Application of Flatness Recognition Algorithm for Local and Overall Flatness

The previous research extracts a set of flatness values (y1, y2, . . . , ym) from the local
wave shape extraction method to obtain a group of local wave shape feature values. The
local wave shape is extracted to obtain a smooth flatness array, which is used for the overall
flatness defect pattern recognition, thus identifying local wave shape features and overall
flatness features.
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For the local shape wave extraction results, a set of local shape wave arrays {w1, w2, . . . , wm}
can be obtained, and the maximum value in the array is used as the local shape wave feature of
the measurement for quality judgment:

w = max[w1, w2, · · · , wm] (21)
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Figure 7. The flow chart of flatness pattern recognition calculation. (PPk is is the result of calculating
two mutually inverted flatness defects according to Equation (19), k = 1,2,3,4).

For the whole flatness defect pattern recognition results, a group of similarities {µ1, µ2,
µ3, µ4} can be obtained, which are primary flatness, secondary flatness, tertiary flatness,
and quartic flatness, respectively. The similarity result cannot be directly used as the quality
judgment value, so it must be further converted.

After the overall flatness recognition, the maximum flatness deviation ∆Y of the
flatness array is calculated:

∆Y = max(y′1, y′2, · · · , y′m)−min(y′1, y′2, · · · , y′m) (22)

By combining the maximum flatness deviation with flatness similarity, (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
are obtained as the overall flatness eigenvalue of each flatness pattern:

Y1 = ∆Y · µ1, Y2 = ∆Y · µ2, Y3 = ∆Y · µ3, Y4 = ∆Y · µ4 (23)

According to the above calculation method, the calculation flow chart is shown in
Figure 8.
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3. Rules for Determining Cold-Rolled Strip Flatness Quality

In this section, the stress buckling calculation model of strip flatness with complex
shape wave is used to establish the solution method of critical buckling strain difference
under various representative shape wave conditions, and the criteria conditions of local
shape wave and overall shape wave are formulated.

For the solution of the critical buckling elongation of flatness, firstly, the polyno-
mials of the flatness stress and shape wave function under different buckling forms are
constructed [19–21], as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The flatness stress and wave function of various bucking modes.

Buckling Form Function Name Formula

External local wave buckling

Flatness stress εp(x) = ∆εp[(
x−b+bw

bw
)

nE − bw
(nE+1)b ]

shape wave function

{
w(x, y) = r( x−b+bw

bw
)

nw sin(πy/l), (b− bw ≤ x ≤ b)

w(x, y) = 0, (0 < x < b− bw)

Internal local wave buckling

Flatness stress
εp(x) = ∆εp[e0(1− bw

b ) + e2((
x

bw
)2 − bw

3b ) + e4((
x

bw
)4 − bw

5b )

+e6((
x

bw
)6 − bw

7b ) + e8((
x

bw
)8 − bw

9b )]

shape wave function


w(x, y) = r[r0 + r2(

x
bw
)2 + r4(

x
bw
)4 + r6(

x
bw
)6 + r8(

x
bw
)8] sin( πy

l ) ,

(−bw ≤ x ≤ bw)

w(x, y) = 0, (−b < x < −bw, bw < x < −b)

Overall wave buckling
Flatness stress εp(x) = ∆εp[e0(1− bw

b ) + e2((
x

bw
)2 − bw

3b ) + e4((
x

bw
)4 − bw

5b )]

shape wave function w(x, y) = r[r0 + r2(
x

bw
)2 + r4(

x
bw
)4] sin( πy

l ), (−b ≤ x ≤ b)

Note: b is the strip half-width; bw is the buckling defect size; nw, n0–n8 are the deflection function coefficients;
ne, e0–e8 are the stress function coefficients.
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The second-order variational equation of total potential energy, including bending
strain energy and external force potential energy, is established as follows:

δ2(∏) = D
∫ l

0

∫ b
−b [(

∂2w
∂y2 )

2
+ ( ∂2w

∂x2 )
2
+ 2µ ∂2w

∂y2
∂2w
∂x2

+2(1− µ)( ∂2w
∂y∂x )

2
]dxdy

+Eh
∫ 1

0

∫ b
−b [ε f + εa(x)− εp(x)]( ∂w

∂y )
2
dxdy

(24)

where µ is poisson’s ratio; E is elasticity modulus; εf is average tensile stress; εa is post-
tension during rolling; εp is rolling plastic elongation; h is strip thickness.

The condition that δ2(Π) has a stationary value is as follows:

∂[δ2(Π)]/∂r = 0 (25)

where r is the solution method of the lateral displacement constant in the waveform
function, and the critical buckling elongation difference ∆εp can be obtained.

4. Comprehensive Quality Evaluation of Cold-Rolled Strip Flatness

For the flatness, the flatness quality for each measurement must be expressed in a
comprehensive index to directly evaluate the strip flatness condition. This section will
evaluate the local and overall flatness characteristic values through a thorough evaluation.

The multi-objective decision evaluation problem is shown in Equation (25). fi(x) (i = 1,
2, . . . , m) is a continuous function of X.

max f (x) = ( f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fn(x))
st.x ∈ X

(26)

The multiobjective evaluation method based on the closeness of the target introduces
the concept of the membership function of the satisfaction of the objective function. This
method can consider the requirements of the evaluator and perform relative quality evalua-
tion by satisfying the closeness of the overall assessment and the ideal level.

Suppose the satisfaction of each goal µ(fi(x)) as Equation (21), where fi− = (f1−, f2−, . . . , fn−)
and f i

+ =( f1+, f2+, . . . , fn+) are ideal points and negative ideal points, respectively.

ϕ( fi(x)) =
fi(x)− f−i
f+i − f−i

, i = 1, 2, · · · , n (27)

Suppose:

cos α =

n
∑

i=1
fi(x) f+i√

n
∑

i=1
( fi(x))2

√
n
∑

i=1
( f+i )

2
, cos β =

n
∑

i=1
fi(x) f−i√

n
∑

i=1
( fi(x))2

√
n
∑

i=1
( f−i )

2
, cos γ =

n
∑

i=1
f+i f−i√

n
∑

i=1
( f+i )

2
√

n
∑

i=1
( f−i )

2
(28)

Define goal closeness λ(x) as follows:

λ(x) =
cos α− cos γ

cos α + cos β− 2 cos γ
(29)

The flatness quality features are divided into a local wave shape and overall flatness
characteristics. The flatness defect pattern recognition algorithm calculates: the internal
local wave shape feature value w1, external local wave shape feature value w2, primary
wave shape feature value Y1, the second wave shape characteristic value Y2, the third
wave shape characteristic value Y3, and the fourth wave shape characteristic value Y4. The
critical buckling strain difference ∆ε1, the external local wave shape characteristic value
∆ε2, the first wave shapes characteristic value ε1, the second wave shape characteristic
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value ε2, the third wave shape characteristic value ε3, and the eigenvalue of the fourth wave
shape ε4 are calculated by the method of rulemaking for determining the flatness quality.

The flatness mass vector f = (w1, w2, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4) is constructed. The ideal target of
flatness is the target flatness f + = (0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0) with certain quadratic convexity. Flatness
negative ideal target is f− = (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε5, ε6). According to Equations (27)–(29), the
flatness comprehensive quality λ can be calculated.

In order to verify the practicality of the above determination method, use the field
data of a cold rolling single stand six-high mill for verification. Field data include thickness,
strip width, tension, and flatness data. Based on the strip specification, the critical buckling
strain difference is calculated in real time for the strip’s overall flatness and localized wave
shape, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Cold rolling site sample data.

Number Steel
Grade

Thickness
/mm

Width
/mm

Tension
/Mpa

Critical Buckling Strain Difference

Center
Waves

Double-Sided
Waves

Internal
Local

Waves

External
Local

Waves

1 SPCC-1B 0.28 909 10.9 32.37 28.61 15.07 17.94
2 SPCC-1B 0.28 909 10.2 30.29 26.78 14.1 16.78
3 SPCC-1B 0.32 904 10.9 32.37 28.61 15.09 17.95
4 SPCC-1B 0.32 904 10.9 32.37 28.61 15.09 17.95
5 SPCC-1B 0.66 904 10.9 32.38 28.62 15.16 17.99
6 SPCC-1B 0.66 904 10.9 32.38 28.62 15.16 17.99
7 SPCC-1B 0.37 904 10.3 30.59 27.04 14.27 16.97
8 SPCC-1B 0.37 904 10.1 29.99 26.51 13.99 16.64

The critical buckling strain difference of the overall and local flatness defects is based
on the calculated critical buckling strain differences for the center, double-side, internal
local, and external waves. The critical buckling strain difference of the double-side wave
shape is used for single-side, double-side, and edge-center waves, and the critical buckling
strain difference of the center wave shape is used for center, one-third, and quarter waves.
The quality pass thresholds assigned to all flatness patterns for the eight samples above are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Quality conformity thresholds for all flatness defects patterns.

Number Internal
Local Waves

External
Local Waves

Single-Edge
Waves

Center
Waves

Double-Edge
Waves

One-Third
Waves

Quarter
Waves

Edge-Center
Waves

1 15.07 17.94 28.61 32.37 28.61 32.37 32.37 28.61
2 14.1 16.78 26.78 30.29 26.78 30.29 30.29 26.78
3 15.09 17.95 28.61 32.37 28.61 32.37 32.37 28.61
4 15.09 17.95 28.61 32.37 28.61 32.37 32.37 28.61
5 15.16 17.99 28.62 32.38 28.62 32.38 32.38 28.62
6 15.16 17.99 28.62 32.38 28.62 32.38 32.38 28.62
7 14.27 16.97 27.04 30.59 27.04 30.59 30.59 27.04
8 13.99 16.64 26.51 29.99 26.51 29.99 29.99 26.51

According to the process of flatness quality determination, local shape wave extraction
and overall flatness defect identification are carried out for the eight test samples above.
According to the comprehensive quality calculation method, the characteristic value of
various flatness defects is calculated as a comprehensive quality evaluation value. The
range of comprehensive quality evaluation values is [0, 1]. When the value is 1, it means
that it is entirely close to the ideal flatness, and when the value is 0, it is utterly close to
the negative ideal flatness. In this paper, the quality rating of the above eight samples
is demonstrated, in which [0.7, 1], (0.5, 0.7), and [0, 0.5] are taken as grade A, grade B,
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and grade C, respectively. Each sample’s eigenvalues for each flatness defect pattern, the
comprehensive quality evaluation value, and the grading results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Results of flatness quality comprehensive evaluation.

Number Steel Grade w1 w2 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 λ Grade

1 SPCC-1B 29.32 0.00 2.11 52.28 25.38 1.44 0.528 B
2 SPCC-1B 21.11 0.00 3.68 35.30 4.47 13.73 0.523 B
3 SPCC-1B 20.01 0.00 5.00 49.98 2.44 9.38 0.576 B
4 SPCC-1B 20.11 0.00 4.94 38.30 5.90 6.58 0.548 B
5 SPCC-1B 17.97 0.00 3.06 30.36 2.78 9.81 0.543 B
6 SPCC-1B 17.67 0.00 3.98 27.94 13.01 16.16 0.456 C
7 SPCC-1B 33.27 0.00 6.35 57.88 6.88 4.36 0.566 B
8 SPCC-1B 23.43 0.00 6.04 45.37 15.68 5.30 0.528 B

5. Application of Flatness Quality Determination in Cold Rolling

By using C # computer programming language (Microsoft Visual Studio 2012), the
flatness quality judgment system of cold rolled strip is designed and implemented. The
flatness online judgment visualization display, data reading, pattern recognition, quality
judgment, etc., have been completed. The operation interface is shown in Figure 9. In
the judgment record box, the basic information of the strip, the quality status and level
of flatness judgment, and the flatness control situation of the head, middle, and ending
sections of the strip are included. In the judgment rule display box, the left side is the
judgment rule and the judgment result and the right side is the flatness status of the strip
at the mouse click position and the average deviation result of the flatness meter along the
whole strip length.
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The system functions are running stably after a year of online trial operation. Applying
this cold rolling quality control platform has brought apparent improvement effects for the
enterprise in the following aspects.

1. The application of this system has improved the level of process quality data man-
agement, changed the original situation of quality data being stored piecemeal in
multiple systems, and stored process quality data in the same platform after cleaning,
sorting, and organizing, making it easy for users to query, download, and statistically
analyze the data.

2. The input of the quality judgment function significantly shortens the quality judgment
time. It improves the production efficiency while avoiding the arbitrariness of manual
judgment, improving the accuracy of quality judgment and realizing the decision
guidance for the production post-process.

6. Conclusions

The quality determination system researched and designed in this paper provides
powerful support for product quality determination of thin strip products containing local
and overall flatness, improves the reference for optimizing process parameters, and has
high practical value. The details are as follows:

1. A local wave extraction algorithm and a similar distance formula for the overall
flatness pattern recognition algorithm are designed. For the recognition accuracy
of local wave shape and the recognition accuracy of overall flatness defects in strip
quality determination, a smooth flatness curve based on local wave shape extraction
is proposed for overall flatness defect recognition. Meanwhile, the distance evaluation
formula in the fuzzy classification algorithm is optimized, and the application method
of cosine similarity is proposed.

2. The strip stress buckling models for local and overall wave shapes were investi-
gated by introducing the small displacement buckling theory for thin strips. The
critical buckling stresses for overall and local wave shape under given conditions
were calculated as the corresponding quality determination thresholds. The quality
determination model of flatness containing both local and overall wave shapes was
validated using field flatness data.

3. A comprehensive quality determination model of the flatness was established. By
using the multiobjective integrated evaluation method, we evaluated the local wave
shape quality and the overall flatness quality of the strip, and the strip flatness quality
was further rated using the evaluation value.

4. Through C# computer programming, the determination process—such as visual
display of online determination of flatness, storage and query of determination
results, pattern recognition algorithm, and calculation of comprehensive quality
determination— is completed, which provides a reference for the field application of
cold-rolled strip flatness quality determination system.
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